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An Interview With Rudolph Adidi(The Red Cap Poet/TRCP)



INTRODUCTION

From the PPS Library team:

In working towards attainment of the goals and vision of the
organisation, we have put together this document, which we
believe will be of great help to our members and the entire
creative community.

This document is a compilation of the interview session

which held on the PPS WhatsApp group chat on the 4th May,
2020.

Every detail contained here is what was discussed on the
platform where the interview session took place. Some little
corrections were made--typos were edited, some contractions
were made, and some characters were left out that you'd find
on the platform(like emojis:̔). Words for consideration were
distinguished from other sentences in certain paragraphs by
italicising and using the bold effect.

We hope you find this document, as engaging as it was during
the session, and most importantly, enlightening.

All for the sake of art! Enjoy reading and learning!



"Advice: READ, READ, READ, ANDWHEN YOU'RE DONE,
READ AGAIN andWRITINGWILL COME TO YOU."

_Rudolph Adidi(The Red Cap Poet).



INTERVIEW

TRCP: Good evening. it’s nice to be here.

Asibi: It's time people. Please make welcome, The Red Cap
Poet(aka TRCP). Welcome TRCP! How has your day been?

TRCP: Evening Asibi. My day has been overwhelming but
fulfilling. A little tired, but that’s the nature of man. Thank
God. How are you?

Asibi: I'm excited having you today! We all are. If I may, can
we dive in?

TRCP: I’m excited to be here too. Please do; (smiles)

Asibi: First thing first. Please, may we get to know you?

TRCP: My name is Rudolph Adidi, also known as Ruddapoet
aka TRCP (The Red Cap Poet) or Chief as the locals will say.
I’m an Architect, Writer, Spoken Word Poet and a first born
who fears cockroaches.

Asibi: What an introduction! We're pleased to meet you Mr.
Adidi.

TRCP: Hahahahha! Don’t mind me . My dad is fond of my
name too.

Asibi: How many projects have you put out so far?



TRCP: Three projects mainly, so far. One in 2017, another in
2019 and one in 2020. Although I don’t know if I can call my
second video series a project but it’s titled ‘Dear Jerome’ it’s a
video series strictly for YouTube users.

Asibi: Impressiveɟɟ

AsibI: What’s been the most re-occurring or major theme in
your poems?

TRCP: Myself, God and where I live. It’s evident if you have an
ear for my work. (If I can be my own mentor, will death be
any sin?)

Asibi: What’s been the motivation behind your consistency?

TRCP: I will say it's always: ‘Let poetry live longer than
popularity sings’. If it must live, I feel I owe it to survive and
survive well. That's what motivates me always.

Asibi: That's something I believe we should also hold as a
motivation.

Asibi: Let's talk about your recent album.

TRCP: Okay.

Asibi: Why the title in another language?

TRCP: ‘On AWall That Cracks’. The chosen Latin language
title SUPER MURI QUOD RIMAS only tells one thing:
Language is universal, emotions are one. No matter what
language the heart speaks, it can always be interpreted.



Asibi: Wow, I love the last statement. Emotions cannot be
boxed.

TRCP: Very true

Asibi: Why did you release it when you did (not later or
ealier)?

TRCP: A lot of things had happened to me in the previous
years and as much as poets are prophets, I needed to leave
that room. As early and memorable as 2020 came I had to tell
another project to wait, so I tell this story; coupled with the
fact my dad turned 60 this year. I thought of my album as a
better gift for him since he always supported me and my
poetry from day one. I chose March 31st cause it is
memorable to me.

AsibI: Awesome! I'm touched. Daddy love!

Of all the titles of the poems on the album, why did you
choose the one you did; not “Breathe” or “Limbo”?

TRCP: Since before now, my major audio projects is a line
from a poem done from my earliest days. While ‘On A Wall
That Cracks’ gives an organic feeling as to the theme of the
project. I’d suggest you be patient to see what’s coming.
"Breathe" was how I felt at a certain point when I was lost in
"Limbo". They were stand-alone poems. Quantifying it was
out of proportion.

Asibi: Wow! The whole rush right there. Let me be patient; I
have one pressing question, but I'll wait.



TRCP: It’s good to have the virtue of patience!

Asibi: What impact did you forecast the album to have?

TRCP: To move mountains; to reach the beds of the ocean; to
tell the world there’s no need to romanticize pain or dwell in
it. There’s always a morning after a night. And I felt its high
time we look a little to the moon so long the night draws.
(Why does it sound like I’m reciting a poem).

Asibi: Has there been any feedback in that direction?

TRCP: Of course, the energy has been positive. To this moment
feedbacks keep coming in and it’s all love or hurt. (I don’t
dwell on losses). Thank God for the gift to help people
especially at such a moment with the whole pandemic putting
us all in its boat.

Asibi: How does that make you feel?

TRCP: You know how a doctor feels when he goes home after
treating people in the hospital and they eventually recover. (I
don’t know the word for it) Yes, that’s the same feeling I have.

Asibi: Yeah, I can relate. One time, a doctor got so emotional
because of his patient's recovery.

TRCP: Yes. On some days, you cry at a bar when a friend tells
you your poem took them out of a bad way.

Asibi: What was the summary of what your father was saying



in “Origins”?

TRCP: He was narrating the family tree from the first
generation to my little nephew. (A seed is a seed, until it’s
death/birth meets the Earth). Best collabo!

Asibi: Nice! I was tripping his voice. Can he be my daddy too?

What inspired the whole western/northern fusion in origins?
Don’t you think your audience fell bored listening to a dialect
they know not for about 2-3 minutes in origins?

TRCP: We are one tribe and that is humanity. I needed to tap
from my origins as well so I tell of my becoming. As the name
speaks for itself.

Bored; common! Who ever complains about an Olamide’s
track that is all Yoruba; or let’s say a Brymo's(who has three
tracks from his recent album in his dialect); or Phyno and the
list goes on. No one is ever apologetic for such intentional
behavior even when the words are empty. Origins had a style
and a rhythm, and I think it was well queued and followed.
Thanks to Surgeon(the producer) for the mix.

Asibi: Are you really fascinated about the birth of your
nephew?

TRCP: Of course! Who wouldn’t be? I get a young bloke who
will call me Uncle and I will spoil him with gifts. I really am.

Asibi: Did he really inspire you to write “this is how you love a
metaphor”? Is his name really Bryan?

TRCP: He was one of the real reasons I wrote the poem. His



name is Bryan Binaan Sallah. (first of his name, nephew to
Uncle Rudolph and son to his Ruby).

Asibi: Speaking of those who inspired the poem: who are the
others? Is there a female figure "lurking" somewhere in that
poem?

TRCP: That’s a bonus. A whole lot--[female figure]. Listen to it
but don’t get yourself into an 808’s and Heartbreak motel.

Asibi: I rather not! Has there been any reviews on this album?
How many?

TRCP: There has been just one published so far by Poetic
Oracle (David Onotu), Oyale of HipTv is working on another
and a few editors who have called. I’m waiting just like you
too.

Asibi: Do you think the reviewers expressed your thoughts
excellently?

TRCP: For now, I’d be patient. I’m watching too.

Asibi: ok. That's good. We're excited that poems are given a
thought and reviewed.

TRCP: It’s a good thing for us all

Questions from the community:

1. "How do you make money from your art?"

TRCP: If you notice my answers, I never mentioned money.



It’s because it comes as a price for me. At some point during
the art, you will think of it especially if you know how good
you’re becoming. You have to understand the business a little
then get a manager who understands it better than you. How
I make money: I’d say from my appearances in shows, slams,
and with projects like this. Poetry is still gaining weight but
you need to convince people it’s more than words on
paper. It is gold. Be a good miner.

2. "How do you maintain relevance?"

TRCP: In one of my poems I think I said ‘a golden fish has no
hiding place in the river.’ Since I told myself I’m golden, I
need to keep working hard. Hard work is a key the Lord
wants, be hardworking and he’d do the rest for you and that
includes relevances.

3. "How do with pressure and the ephemeral nature of art?"

TRCP: If I understand the question, it says: How do I deal with
the pressure and the ephemeral nature of the art???

Well poetry for me is in everything; I refuse to define it as
ephemeral, so I see it in everything God created and
around me. If you have those eyes then pressure is not a
burden.

4. "What's makes your art unique from others?"

TRCP: I don’t really know. I’m still finding my onions too, I’m
still a work in progress; a student and a teacher, a master and



an amateur.

5. "What's your advice to young poets?"

TRCP: Advice!!!!

READ, READ, READ, ANDWHEN YOU'RE DONE, READ AGAIN
and WRITING WILL COME TO YOU.

6: "How did you get to where you are now?"

TRCP: Long story short: I read a lot, made a lot of mistakes,
wrote complicated poems, failed, booed on stage, had my
heart torn, was not encouraged, failed again, wore a red cap
and became a chief one day.

7. "What has been your biggest challenge, in the art and life?"

TRCP: Hmmmm. In life, I’ve grown to be very nice, I thought
everyone is configured like that.

In poetry, biggest challenge: #poetsnotsupportingpoets

8. "Where are you looking forward to be in the coming
years?"

TRCP: Coming years hmmmmmmm. I’m open minded you
know, I hope for greater things. Maybe first of all:
Propaganda will call me up for a duet, Poetry will make a
ground breaking highlight and I will be part of it. Then, at
least 0.01% of the world population will buy my album, so I
rest from all these brokenness someday.



Asibi: Thanks Rudolph for your time. Any last words?

TRCP: Support each other no matter what, tell yourselves the
truth. It will hurt but in the next 30 years who will you rather
be with? Support yourselves, support yourselves and please
bear with one another. I have 2 more other projects coming
up this year. I’d need the support of the house. Thank you for
having me. It was a swell time here, I kept admiring Asibi’s
hairdo.

Find Rudolph on/via:

Twitter: @ruddapoet Official_TRCP

Instagram: @ruddapoet

Facebook: Rudolph Ruddapoet


